
Downhill Nation
The popular Welsh downhill venue of Rheola kicked off the 2010 British 

National Points series with a bang. A worthy course, stacked field of riders 
and great attendance made for a fitting start to the National Points Series of 

a country that arguably rules downhill on the world stage right now. For a place 
with nary a mountain in sight, the UK has steadily been gaining ground in the 
depth and quality of its riders and its domestic races boast an awesome array of 
talent even without several of the biggest players being in attandance. Distilled 
photographer Charles Robertson was there to capture the action, with Chris 
Hutchens providing his account of the weekend’s action.
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Britain suffered one of the coldest winters on record this year with snow blanketing much of the 
UK on more than one occasion. Many of the hills which riders usually train and race on over 
the winter were affected, causing races to be cancelled and some riders falling victim to the icy 

conditions and missing the season opener due to injury. It was pleasing, however, to see that spring 
had come out for the first round of the revamped British Downhill Series. 
  
A dedicated team of organizers had been busy behind the scenes over the last 12 months preparing to 
create one of the best race series in the world.  A list of sponsors as long as your arm seemed to have 
appeared on the British downhill series website over the winter with the title sponsor for 2010 being 
Halo, unfortunately not the console game. 
  
Entries for the series sold out in a record time even at the price of almost 70 GBP a race. Why the 
price is so high is very questionable, what do the ‘sponsors’ actually put into the series? Just prizes? 
It would be good to see lower race prices that maybe match those of the 30-Euro Maxxis Cups. 

  
The long, fast and physically brutal track glides down the welsh valley hill giving you rocks, roots, 
jumps, drops and, even in the warm dry weather, mud. It was a hybrid track giving every rider a 
challenging and punishing weekend. 
  
A race can’t be without its problems in the UK and unfortunately this race couldn’t avoid something 
to give the organisers a challenge. The combination of dust and the uplift being in the form or a series 
of buses sadly went quickly wrong and by Saturday afternoon all but one bus had broken down as its 
air filters sucked in the fine road dust. Fortunately another bus company was called in come race day 
and all went smoothly. Good work on that one, I have no idea how they persuaded more buses onto 
site. Maybe we should be expecting a bigger entry fee again next year after that one. 

This page: Ancillotti have a strong presence in UK racing. Opposite top: a strong turnout 
for the season opener. Opposite bottom: Gee contemplating the downside to being National 
Champ, as Clay Porter takes care of Commencal’s video diaries.



In the younger categories there was a very significant domination from Scottish 
riders. Juvenile, Youth and Junior were all won by Scots who were all a couple 
of seconds ahead of their competitors. Most notable was the ride from Fraser 
McGlone in Youth (under 16’s) who put in a time 8.5 seconds quicker than any 
of his rivals and beat all of the Juniors. His time would have placed him 2nd in 
the Expert Category. The Downhill Academy just South of Edinburgh must be 
working wonders for them all. It won’t be long until Scotland grabs another 
World Champion. 
  
With Rachel Atherton back for the 2010 season and the Atherton dynasty tak-
ing over the pit area with a Formula 1 style pit area, it was a hands-down win 
for Rachel. Even though she had a number of spills over the weekend, including 
one in seeding she put in the goods come finals and won by almost 20 seconds. 
Mojo rider Aimee Dix placed 2nd with Manon Carpenter riding for Hotlines 
UK back in 3rd. 
  

CRC/Intense rider Matt Simmonds through the woods.



The fast boys closed the day off with some flat out times and made for an 
impressive spectacle for spectators. 
  
For myself who races in Elite there was a relatively strong field of riders with 
the Athertons, Beaumont, Simmonds, Cathro, the Dirt Team and more pres-
ent. I put in a good time just outside the top ten. Times around the 3 minute 
mark were tight with a second here or there juggling you about a number of 
places. In the Elite category the top 3 took the shape of Matt Simmonds, Dan 
Atherton and Gee. Gee managed to take a couple of second out of his brother 
however he went slower than his seeding time. Maybe he felt the competition 
was a bit easy for him.  After watching videos of Gee, you can see he’s been 
doing some clever training over the winter with pedal strokes getting powered 
down everywhere, it was impressive watching him during the weekend. 

chris hutchens

This page: The upper sections at Rheola are open, rocky, loose and flat-out.


